ZUSAMMENFASSUNG


Ergebnisse: Es kam zu keiner signifikanten Änderung zwischen präoperativer und postoperativer Querschnittsfläche des Nervus medianus (p = 0,293, 95 % CI 0,757–1,074) oder WFR (p = 0,230, 95 % CI 0,757–1,074). Die Nervenleitgeschwindigkeit besserte sich nach der Karpaltunnelspaltung signifikant (p = 0,0001, 95 % CI 0,757–0,886), ebenso das subjektive Schmerzempfinden in Ruhe (p = 0,001, 95 % CI 1,615–5,797) und bei Bewegung (p = 0,008, 95 % CI 0,760–4,888). Es bestand keine statistische Korrelation zwischen Änderung der Medianus-Querschnittsfläche und Nervenleitgeschwindigkeit (p = 0,357, r = 0,217, R2 = 0,047) oder karpaltunneltypischer Beschwerden (p = 0,241, r = 0,020, R2 = 0,04). Die CSA des Nervus medianus ändert sich nicht signifikant nach erfolgreicher Karpaltunnelchirurgie.

Morphologische Veränderungen des N. medianus können ungeachtet des funktionellen Outcomes persistieren ("Memory Effect"). Aus diesem Grund eignet sich die Ultraschalluntersuchung nicht, um ein erfolgreiches funktionelles Outcome nach operativer Entlastung des Nervus medianus zu beurteilen.

Kernaussagen:
- Die CSA des Nervus medianus ändert sich nicht signifikant nach erfolgreicher Karpaltunnelchirurgie.
- Morphologische Veränderungen des N. medianus können ungeachtet des funktionellen Outcomes persistieren ("Memory Effect").
- Aus diesem Grund eignet sich die Ultraschalluntersuchung nicht, um ein erfolgreiches funktionelles Outcome nach operativer Entlastung des Nervus medianus zu beurteilen.
Key Points
- CSA of the median nerve does not change significantly after successful carpal tunnel release.
- Morphologic median nerve alterations may persist regardless of functional outcome (“memory effect”).
- Therefore, ultrasound imaging is not ideally suited to assess the outcome after carpal tunnel release.

Introduction
The carpal tunnel is an anatomic space of the wrist formed by the transverse carpal ligament on the volar side and the carpal bones dorsally. The median nerve and the tendons of the flexor muscles travel through this channel. Overall, this is the most frequent site of entrapment neuropathy. Carpal tunnel syndrome (CTS) accounts for over 90% of all entrapment neuropathies [1–3]; it typically develops in individuals of 45 to 60 years of age and is more frequent in women than men. CTS is predominantly diagnosed based on its quite characteristic clinical presentation such as nocturnal tingling, numbness, or burning sensations from the 1st to the 3rd finger including the radial half of the 4th finger, as well as nerve conduction studies (NCS). The role of ultrasound (US) is focused on the differentiation between idiopathic CTS from secondary forms caused by swelling of the flexor tendons in tenosynovitis, ganglia or tumors, vascular anomalies, accessory muscle tissue or other anatomic variations. In recent years several studies have shifted focus to primary CTS with generally favorable diagnostic and prognostic results and comparable values for sensitivity and specificity to NCS [3].

It is commonly assumed that compression at the carpal tunnel expressed by flattening and proximal swelling of the median nerve is related to the symptoms of CTS, but the underlying pathophysiology is not fully understood. However, it is thought that edematous swelling due to inner flow restrictions of blood and lymph as well as axonal flow causes a progressive increase of pressure within the carpal tunnel in a vicious circle. Sustained over a longer period, these changes can cause demyelination of the nerve and irreversible function loss [4].

Features of a swollen median nerve due to CTS can be visualized by US [5]. During the last years several different methods of measurement have been developed to optimize qualification and quantification: the most common ones include measurements of the cross-sectional area (CSA) of the median nerve (Fig. 1). Others have employed CSA ratios: depending on how the measurements are performed threshold values range from 7 to 15 mm² differentiating normal from abnormal [6–9]. It has become a popular and evaluated method to calculate a ratio – the so-called wrist-to-forearm ratio (WFR) – between the greatest CSA at the carpal tunnel and at the level of the pronator quadratus muscle to exclude focal measurement bias.

Whereas the role of US in the diagnosis of CTS is clearly defined, the role of US in postoperative follow-up remains unclear. Some authors found that the CSA of the median nerve decreased markedly after a carpal tunnel release operation (CTR) and thus should be used for evidence of success. Other authors found contradictory results [10, 11].

The aim of this study was to verify whether US morphological features of the median nerve correlate with a successful CTR.

Materials and Methods
Management of personal data was in accordance with the World Medical Association Declaration of Helsinki (64th WMA General Assembly, Fortaleza, Brazil, October 2013). Institutional review board approval (Number AN4444 – 304/4.2 Ethikkommission, Medizinische Universität Innsbruck, 2009-02-20) was obtained. Written consent of the usage of anonymized patient data was given. For this prospective pilot study, we included 21 datasets of 20 consecutive patients suffering from idiopathic CTS: 15 female and 5 male patients. The average age at CTR was 58.7 ± 13.8 years. The included patients had been referred from the Department of Plastic Surgery with clinically and electrophysiologically diagnosed CTS. The individual pain was rated on a visual analog scale (VAS) ranging from 0 – 10 (0 being no pain, 10 the worst pain imaginable) for a “use” and a “rest” situation directly preoperatively and 255 (± 73.25) days postoperatively. Additionally directly before and after standard CTR (standard paramedian-ulnar approach for open median nerve decompression), NCSs were per-

![Fig. 1](image-url) **Fig. 1** a normal median nerve; b the hatched area is the cross-sectional area of the median nerve.

![Abb. 1](image-url) **Abb. 1** a unauffälliger Nervus medianus; b die schraffierte Fläche ist die „cross sectional area“ des Nervus medianus, gemessen in cm².
formed. We measured the distal motor latency from the wrist to the abductor pollicis brevis muscle (APB). This value should not exceed 4.2 msec. Any other form or cause of CTS than idiopathic had been ruled out neurographically and sonographically.

All available pre- and postoperative sonographic studies were performed by a radiologist with more than 8 years of experience in US of the peripheral nervous system in the following manner: each patient was seated, the affected arm and hand supine on the examination table, the fingers were held extended without force. The maximum CSA of the median nerve was measured at the entry of the carpal tunnel and additionally at the level of the pronator quadratus muscle, and the WFR was calculated. The maximum CSA was measured using the freehand tracing tool on the ultrasound machine. The measurement included the epineurium. The presence of scar tissue was recorded and its extent was measured. The following data was examined: CSA (mm²) at the carpal tunnel pre-OP and about 7 months post-OP, CSA (mm²) at the level of the pronator quadratus muscle pre- and about 7 months post-OP, corresponding WFRs pre- and about 7 months post-OP, maximum sagittal thickness of the scar at the carpal tunnel.

To compare these results to normal values, a control group was established. It consisted of 13 healthy volunteers (26 wrists) and routinely scanned but unaffected wrists in 18 patients with CTS established. It consisted of 13 healthy volunteers (26 wrists) and controls who had a mean age of 53.2 ± 13.0 years (range 35.2 – 82.2 years, 28.6 % male) and controls who had a mean age of 59.2 ± 14.0 years (range 36.2 – 95.3 years) (p = 0.096).

Most patients reported a decrease in subjective pain, while one patient described a minor increase in pain during rest (2 to 4 VAS), but an improvement during exercise (7 to 4 VAS), and one patient reported an increase in symptoms during exercise (7 to 4 VAS), but a relief during rest (7 to 4 VAS). The rest reported stable (20 %) or improved symptoms (60 %).

The mean decrease in VAS was 3.5 ± 3.2 points during rest (p = 0.001, 95 % CI 1.615 – 5.797) and 2.67 ± 3.48 points during exercise (p = 0.008, 95 % CI 0.760 – 4.888).

We found no significant difference between the proximal pre- and postoperative nerve conduction velocity (NCV) and pain (assessed through VAS) in patients, a 2-sided ratio paired t-test was used, as data sets were distributed in a Gaussian fashion after log2-transformation (assessed through a D’Agostino-Pearson omnibus test for normality). Differences in WFR and CSA between patients prior to and after surgery and controls were assessed through a one-way ANOVA with a Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons. The same method was used to compare changes in pre- and postoperative subjective pain in patients during rest and use. Corresponding box plots were built consisting of the median, interquartile range, 95 % percentiles, outliers (o) and mean (+). The correlation between the change of NCV (Δ Latency) vs. the CSA at the carpal tunnel (Δ CSA at the carpal tunnel), WFR (Δ WFR) and individual pain as assessed with VAS (Δ VAS) as well as between changes of CSA at the carpal tunnel (Δ CSA at the carpal tunnel) and subjective pain (Δ VAS) was calculated using a linear regression model. Correlation is expressed as Pearson’s correlation coefficient r. The weighted size of effect is given as Cohen’s d (d). Goodness of fit is given as R². Corresponding scatter plots were built including interpolated slopes and 95 % confidence bands. A p < 0.05 (∗) was considered to be significant.

Results

The relevant mean values and the corresponding standard deviations are given in Table 1.

There was no significant difference in age between patients who had a mean age of 59.2 ± 14.0 years (range 35.2 – 82.2 years, 28.6 % male) and controls who had a mean age of 53.2 ± 13.0 years (range 36.2 – 95.3 years) (p = 0.096).

We found no significant difference between the proximal pre- and postoperative CSA over the pronator quadratus muscle in patients (10.0 ± 3.0 mm² vs. 10.4 ± 3.0 mm², p > 0.999) or between controls (9.0 ± 2.1 mm²) and preoperative (p > 0.259) or postoperative findings (p = 0.082) in patients.

Furthermore, no significant changes were found between the pre- and postoperative CSA at the carpal tunnel (p = 0.293, 95 % CI 0.826 – 1.063, d = −0.151) or in the WFR (p = 0.230, 95 % CI 0.757 – 1.074, d = −0.361) in patients, but highly significant findings were seen between the control CSA at the carpal tunnel (10.4 ± 2.3 mm², p < 0.0001 for both comparisons) and the control group.
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trol WFR (1.20 ± 0.23, p < 0.0001 for both comparisons) (Fig. 1a, b, 3b, c).

In patients there was a significant improvement in postoperative latency in NCV (p < 0.0001, 95% CI 0.753 – 0.886) however with a significant separation (d = −0.873). The VAS at rest (p < 0.0001) and during use of the hand (p = 0.0013) also showed a significant improvement after surgery with a relevant size of effect (d = −1.181 and −1.20, respectively) (Fig. 2c, d).

There was no significant correlation between the change of NCV and the CSA at the carpal tunnel (p = 0.357, r = 0.217, R² = 0.047), the WFR (p = 0.966, r = −0.010, R² = 0.0001), and between mean changes of the preoperative and postoperative VAS (p = 0.439, r = −0.208, R² = 0.043) (Fig. 4a–c). Furthermore, no significant correlation was observed between subjective pain (assessed by VAS) and the CSA at the CT (p = 0.441, r = 0.200, R² = 0.040) (Fig. 4d).

Scar presence and extent were also not correlated to the neurological outcome (r = 0.05, p = 0.85).

**Discussion**

CTS is the most common nerve entrapment neuropathy [1–3]. It is known that US is both a sensitive and specific method for the diagnosis of CTS [3], although it is not yet clear whether the severity of the disease can be determined by means of US [12, 13]. The confirmatory value of US after CTR is unknown. Some studies have described that postoperative US follow-up might allow prediction of the surgical outcome by measuring the postoperative CSA of the median nerve [14]. Most authors describe a decrease in the median nerve CSA following CTR, admittedly with great variation [6, 10, 15–18].

Karabę et al. found that the CSA decreased significantly within the first 6 weeks after surgery [19]. In another study Abicalaf et al. found that the CSA of the median nerve decreased within 12 weeks after endoscopic transverse carpal ligament release [16]. However, they noted that there was no correlation between clinical symptoms, ultrasound assessment and postoperative NCS. In another study by Vögelin et al. the CSA decreased slightly 12 weeks after decompression and patients with a smaller postoperative CSA had better clinical outcomes [20].

Yoshii et al. took an even more optimistic stance on the role of postoperative ultrasound after CTR. They reported that the swelling of the median nerve decreased promptly after CTR and that the surrounding structures of the median nerve also recovered.
These findings were used to argue for the value of US-based follow-up examinations and a possible prediction of the outcome after CTR [14]. On the other hand, Lee et al. reported an increase in the CSA in postoperative median nerves [21].

Our results cannot confirm the described significant changes in the CSA after CTR [6, 10, 15–18]. We found no correlation between the preoperative severity of carpal tunnel or CTR outcome and the size of the median nerve, regardless of whether we used the median nerve’s CSA proximal to the CT or calculated the WFR. We did not even detect a correlation between the median nerve size and patient symptoms. These findings confirm older results which could not find an association between a reduction of the CSA of the median nerve and clinical improvement [18].

Our findings show that the nerve remains enlarged regardless of CTR success – according to patient symptoms and electrophysiologic studies, methods of assessment for neural function rather than morphology. US-based follow-up was performed 6 months after CTR, as it is suspected that the CSA of the median nerve changes by inner neural remodeling during the first six postoperative months [20]. We thereby tried to perform measurements after the interval usually considered necessary for restitution of postoperative swelling. Nevertheless, our data shows that a damaged nerve remains enlarged for at least 6 months, even if its function has already been restored. Thus we proposed the term “memory effect”.

Based on our data, the assumption that a postoperatively enlarged median nerve is a sign of an unsuccessful CTR is incorrect. However, ultrasound is useful to rule out postoperative complications such as hematoma formation or infection.

There are some limitations to report: Even though examiners were advised not to question the patients about their symptoms, blinding to the diagnosis and state of disease is difficult in a hands-on US examination. This may be alleviated by the fact that all measurements except for VAS were based on clearly defined imaging or neurophysiological criteria. Patients rated their VAS independently from the US examiners. Furthermore, small changes in CSA and WFR might have been missed due to the limited number of cases. Selection bias should be minimal due to consecutive patient inclusion. Theoretically, persistent swelling of the median nerve may be linked to the surgical technique used – open CTR in this case – and other approaches such as endoscopic CTR may lead to a different morphological outcome. Nonetheless, as functional outcome was favorable in most patients in our study, we do not suspect the choice of technique to have a detrimental effect.

**Conclusion**

In this study we did not find any evidence to substantiate a decrease in the median nerve CSA as a sign of a successful CTR, while both NCS and subjective patient symptoms demonstrated a clear improvement. The median nerve CSA and the WFR remained virtually unchanged compared to their preoperative state.

We therefore propose that there is a “memory effect”, i.e., a persistence of morphological changes of the median nerve even in the face of (partially) restored function through inner remodeling.

Nonetheless, US should be used in the primary assessment of CTS and for ruling out postoperative complications, such as scar formation, infection and incomplete ligament incision.
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